
 
 

 

 
 

South West MUDFEST Bigger and Better in 2015 
 
Western Australia’s newest obstacle event will again hit Margaret River in July this year with two 
muddy courses to be run over one mad day. 
 
Bootleg Brewery will play host to the second annual South West MUDFEST on Saturday July 4 
that will feature a 12km Dirty Dozen race in the morning and a 5km Mud Mayhem course in the 
afternoon.  
 
Participants should prepare for a fun, challenging and muddy experience within a south-west 
themed course, including obstacles such as beer kegs, hay bales, tyre tractor tyres and bird 
netting.   
 
The event’s timing will offer a “true” mud run experience, with the region’s winter weather 
expected to provide lots of mud, cold-water obstacles and possibly rain.  Last year the winter 
conditions created the muddiest course ever seen for an event in WA. 
 
MUDFEST Event Director, Jason Dover, has confirmed that plans are well underway to make the 
second event bigger and better this year. “The inaugural event was a great success and our event 
team learned a lot. We have been busy redesigning the course and reviewing all of the obstacles 
to improve the event in the second year” 
 
“This year we have designed a full 12km course that will include even more running and muddy 
sections for competitors to navigate”, confirmed Dover.  “The 5km course will be jam-packed 
with mud and obstacles but has been designed to be achievable for everyone young and old, fit or 
not as fit. The best thing about this event is that it can be done by anyone, you don’t have to be 
tough or train for months, you just have to pick your distance and have a go! 
 
Competitors can look forward to a well-deserved hot shower and award-winning Bootleg Burger 
and Brew after completing either course. 
 
Bootleg Brewery, City of Busselton and Major Motors Isuzu Ute join the South West MUDFEST as 
the event’s official partners, while the Margaret River Hawks Football and Cricket Club will again 
be a key partner and event beneficiary.  
 

For further information: 
 
Rex Dubois 
Event Manager 
0400907522 
rdubois@buzzmarketing.com.au   
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Registrations are now open at: 

www.swmudfest.com.au  
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